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The Red Flag Ruling requires automotive dealerships to detect red flags that are 
applicable to their operation.  After a thorough review of the applicant's form(s) of 
identification, the credit application, and running NCC’s Proof of Identity, NCC’s 
Authentication Solution will provide additional verification when required.

SECTION I. ACCESSING THE AUTHENTICATION SOLUTION

After logging into www.nccdirect.com and selecting the web link option for 
Authentication, the login page will appear. (Figure 1)

After entering your user login credentials and the security code displayed on the 
screen, you will be directed to the product selection screen. Select the 
IDMatch+Plus web link option. (Figure 2)

1. Login

2. Product Selection
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SECTION 2. SUBMITTING A NEW APPLICANT QUERY

In order to perform a minimal verification analysis all required fields must be 
populated with the applicant's information. These fields are highlighted in bold font 
and include the applicant's first and last name, address, and zip code. If available, 
the city and state of the applicant's home address, as well as their home phone 
number should be entered. If the applicant does not have a "land-line" home 
phone number, this field should be left blank. (Figure 3)

1. Required Fields

2. Reference Information

In the Reference Information section you will have the option to enter a reference 
number which can be used to allow for simplified tracking and reporting of each 
Authentication Solution query. The User Name and Customer Email Address 
fields should be left blank. (Figure 4)
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3. Unique Verifying Information - OPTIONAL

This feature is not necessary at this time.
(Figure 5)

This feature is not necessary at this time. 
(Figure 6)

4. Previous or Alternate Address - OPTIONAL
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1. Challenge Questions

SECTION 3. APPLICANT’S RESPONSE QUESTIONS

Once the applicant's contact information has been submitted the Authentication 
Solution will produce a set of multiple choice questions similar to those referenced 
in Figure 7. The applicant should be asked to answer each of the questions to the 
best of their ability for the system to calculate the identity match results.

If it becomes necessary to further verify the applicant’s identity, each time the 
Authentication Solution is used, the four questions will be different than the 
previous set of questions. (Figure 7)

SECTION 4. IDENTITY MATCH RESULTS

Once the Applicant Response Questions are answered and submitted, the Match 
Results will be displayed. The Match Results will consist of a Code, Result Name 
and Match Result. 

For a detailed description of the Code, Result Name and Match Results, please 
select the Code Definitions & Rule Guide link from the Match Result page as seen 
in Figure 8.

1. Match Result
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(Figure 8)
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2. Reading the Results

There are four sections to the report.

Section 1 – Match Result: This displays the codes.

Section 2 – Your Query: This displays the information you entered from the 
applicantion.

Section 3 – Newest Address Results: This displays the information found by 
the Authentication Solution.

Section 4 – Transaction Details: This displays the Reference # (if applicable), 
your user name, a transaction # and the time and date stamp.

After noting the match results (negative means the information did not match what 
was entered), you should compare sections 2 & 3 for actual differences. If all four 
answers are correct, proceed with the application.  If not, consult senior 
management. Senior Management may determine if a second round of
Authentication Solution questions would benefit a final authentication attempt.

3. Record Keeping

All results positive (a match) or negative results (a partial or no match result) 
should be printed and kept in the applicant’s file. These results are confidential 
and should be handled in the same manner as the consumer credit report.

To print, press the Ctrl button on the left side of the keyboard and hold it down, 
while pressing the letter P button OR with your mouse, right click and select “print”.


